Regenerative Food Systems to Restore Urban-Rural Relationships: Insights from the Concepción Metropolitan Area Foodshed (Chile)
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Abstract: Cities, in recent years, have seen their functional and metabolic relationships with their agrarian hinterland being either broken off completely or substantially damaged. Within this context, Local Food Systems (LFS) can play a key role in restoring the supply relationships under regenerative assumptions. This paper analyses LFS within the Concepción Metropolitan Area (CMA) as a representative case of Metropolitan Areas in Chile. The aim of the paper is to evaluate whether LFS are regenerating sustainable rural-urban relationships, and to accomplish this goal, foodsheds have been used as a methodological tool to both characterise and represent food traceability. For this purpose, three quantitative foodshed indicators have been applied and three qualitative spatial analytical categories of the Regenerative Food Systems (RFS) defined to decode the behaviour of LFS in the CMA. The proposed method has been successful as an initial exploratory attempt to characterize the regenerative potential of RFS. The results highlight that LFS in the CMA are certainly restoring relationships between the city and its surrounding farmland by establishing new and renewed supply linkages. Further, the application of this method has shed light on some key aspects that show how an LFS is being converted into a potential RFS.
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1. Introduction

Large and medium-sized cities are embedded in the global urban phenomenon of urbanization that has damaged, and even broken off, their functional and metabolic relationships with their surrounding environment [1]. Among them, food supply is the oldest [2] and primary urban-rural relationship [3–5] that has been most significantly affected [6].

Two main reasons have led to this breakdown in the city-countryside relationship, namely, urban growth and relocation of food production [7,8]. The attraction of people to cities as working poles has led to suburbanization [9,10] and the expansion of urban sprawl [11–13], while the physical expansion of the city has resulted in a fragmented and disperse model that has spread across the land that originally fed the urban population [14,15]. Furthermore, from the second half of the 20th century onwards, the global food system has detached production from consumption in both space and time [16,17]. Relocation of food production has led city populations, who are no longer reliant on their regional farmland or dependent on the seasonality and singularity of local foodstuffs, to become the main consumers [18,19]. This has led to a homogenization of the citizen’s diet [20], entrusting food security to agroindustrial businesses [21–23]. This breakdown has deeply affected the behaviour
of urban metabolism, transforming the urban food system into a linear, long distance system that is dependent on swings and decisions of global markets. The main result is that cities currently suffer from an unavoidable food vulnerability [24].

Within this context, Local Food Systems (LFS) [25] have emerged against industrial and transnational food chains as different socioeconomic and geographic structures, relocalizing production, while building closer links to urban consumers. LFS involve people, institutions, resources, and logistics platforms, alongside intertwined relationships, to produce, distribute, and consume food [26]. The “local” of LFS is a malleable concept and does not mean a concrete scale [27–29]. It is defined by a triple proximity between producers and consumers: physical, social, and identitarian [25]. This multidimensional proximity allows consumers to identify the locality of the foodstuffs versus industrial food supplies [30,31] while shaping the LFS as renewed urban-rural relationships [28]. These links between a food source and its urban destination may not be completely new, but what is key is that they are being restored, regenerating the damaged urban-rural relationship [32–34]. In middle-income countries like Chile, there are still historical and location-based food systems; although these have been severely affected by industrial agriculture [35,36]. The prevalence of these engrained LFS and increasingly relentless urbanization have prompted questions about the possibilities and potentialities of fostering more sustainable food systems [37]. This paper explores how LFS are able to build new urban-rural relationships or reformulate old ones under regenerative assumptions.

The regenerative approach seeks to move beyond the ambiguities of sustainable approaches [38]. While “sustainable” means that a system could be sustained over an extended period of time, “regenerative” goes beyond the mere idea of preservation and proposes enhancing a substantial interconnection between nature and society [39] in order to adapt to natural limits [40]. When food is the main axis of this restoration, people, spaces, and resources coalesce, forming a Regenerative Food System (RFS) with healthy, natural, and social systems that are both responsive and responsible [41,42]. Dalhberg [42] defined RFS as a system that regenerates the relationship between natural and social dimensions, one which is based on a food production, distribution, and consumption, and is aware of its environmental effects. An RFS should consider different dimensions, it should integrate issues like social justice, intergenerational equity, and interspecies balance [41], and it should work at multiple levels (household, neighbourhood, city, metropolis, and regional) and be conceived with the idea of building healthier cities and territories. An RFS is a system that aims to reach a degree of self-reliance, where the system is able to provide for itself, as much as possible, before joining higher-level systems to provide for unmet needs [43]. This conceptual framework is recovering and reformulating the RFS concept, seeking to analyse whether LFS can enhance urban-rural supply relationships in a given context.

Foodsheds provide the methodological framework to analyse RFS. Foodshed as a term, was coined by Hedden in 1929 as the barrier which guides the flow of foodstuffs [44]. In 1991, Getz [45] adapted the concept to refer to the area defined by the food supply support structure and the mechanisms used to feed the urban population. Since then, the concept has been used to describe both the geographical idea of the foodshed as the perimeter of the food region of a given city [46,47] and to define the traceability of alternative food systems that connect producers and consumers [25,48,49]. As a methodological tool, foodshed has been implemented to analyse potential urban self-sufficiency [50–59] and to apply a spatial analysis of the food flow to evaluate urban-rural connections and the level of self-reliance [60–63]. This second methodological focus has mainly been applied at an urban food system scale or at a specific LFS level. However, this paper proposes to break down the urban local food system into those LFS that operate differently, to build each foodshed separately and analyse whether they behave as RFS. Finally, analysis of the complementarity among LFS will determine whether they are increasing the self-reliance of the system and regenerating urban-rural links.

In summary, this paper aims to design and apply a foodshed method to analyse whether LFS in a Chilean Metropolitan Area have regenerative potential to restore or build new sustainable rural-urban
relationships. The application of this method intends to conclude by determining some key aspects that convert an LFS into a potential RFS.

2. Description of the Case

2.1. Domestic Context

Over the last thirty years, Chilean cities have seen an increasing urban sprawl as part of the domestic urbanization phenomena, leading to an important loss of farmland and other semi-natural areas around the largest populated centers [64–66].

Moreover, since the late 1970s, Chile has developed a policy that has sought to position the country as an international agri-food stakeholder, encouraging access for the main transnational actors within the domestic agroindustry [67]. The result is that large-scale agroindustry is currently concentrated in the central valley, playing an important role in the country’s economic matrix, with foodstuffs comprising more than a quarter of all Chilean exports [68]. The economic weight of this agroindustry has two implications. First, the Chilean urban food system has become very industrialized and dependent on these agro-industrial systems. These can supply a wide range of fruit and vegetables all-year-round, overcoming natural and distance limitations [69]. In response, different social movements have begun to wonder where food is being produced, who is involved, and how this is being done. The second implication is that, in a context where social and environmental consequences of these neoliberal and agro-industrial systems are now visible [70], the importance of small and medium agriculture is increasing. This agricultural system is mainly linked to peasant culture and to indigenous populations whose practices have become a means of resistance to the global food system [36,37].

The case in question is located in the Biobio Region. Thanks to its geography, set between the Atlantic coastline and the Andes mountains with a smaller coastal range rising up in between, the Biobio Region has a Mediterranean climate with an oceanic influence [71]. The region’s temperature oscillation between peak season (summer) and lean season (winter), alongside the fact its rainfall is concentrated in winter, have important implications for regional agriculture and its production methods.

Furthermore, the Biobio Region has seen an intensive land use change over the last twenty years, with 25% of the farmland being lost as the forestry industry encroached [72]. On the other hand, it is a peculiar area, as it continues to have many farm-based small operations, and a consolidated peasant movement [73,74], providing the primary elements for a transition towards a regenerative food system [26,33].

The analysis was made for the Concepción Metropolitan Area (CMA), which is the second-largest conurbation in Chile with a population of almost one million. It is located 500 km south of Santiago on the coast and comprises eleven townships in total (Figure 1). Concepción is the main hub, both spatially and functionally. It is set in the center of the CMA and is surrounded by the rest of townships, which are spatially spread within two concentric rings. It is also the main service center and the rest of townships have a relationship based on functional dependency. The coastal townships are old industrial settlements that are currently being used as dormitory towns, while those located to the north have kept up their rural traditions. On the fluvial cost, the closest townships are also used as dormitory towns, while the ones further afield remain less integrated into the metropolitan dynamics, with rural activity persisting [75]. The CMA’s urbanization process has seen it lose virtually all its farmland over the last fifty years, with most of the areas near to the central hub of the city being developed [76].

In terms of the conventional food system in the CMA, fruits and vegetables are commercialized through a few supermarket chains linked to domestic and global supply chains, and through a large network of street food markets spread throughout the CMA [77]. These networks are mainly linked to major logistic distribution wholesalers, which receive foodstuff from the domestic food supply chain.
2.2. Local Food Systems in the Concepción Metropolitan Area

Concepción has become a hive of activity as the city has seen a transition towards new nourishment alternatives over recent years. New farmer and organic markets, organic and health food shops and local restaurants have sprung up throughout the Metropolitan Area in the last ten years. Before that, although periurban agriculture subsisted, the connection with the city was embedded in the conventional food system that had lost food traceability. These new nodes are the visible urban side of the LFS that connect the city’s neighbourhoods with the countryside’s supplier farmland, making their agroecology and food sovereignty practices visible by maintaining food traceability.

Previous research based on a qualitative approach identified two kinds of young LFS operating in Concepción: The Urban Local Food System (ULFS) and the Peasant Local Food System (PLFS) [33]. A preliminary identification of key actors and the subsequent in-depth interviews allowed an understanding of their internal dynamics. The main difference is the area where the driver agents act from, namely from urban to rural (ULFS) or from rural to urban (PLFS). The ULFS is driven by citizens building new trust-based connections with the countryside. Its urban expression mainly comprises fledgling urban food stores concentrated in downtown Concepción, which are supplied with foods that mainly come from local agroecological projects run by neo-rural operations and peasants spread throughout the regional area and at most have only been running for three years. The PLFS are driven by associations of local peasants engrained in specific farmland working on reformulating old food systems and conventional practices to reconnect with the city. Its urban expression side comprises farmer and organic markets, which have spread throughout the CMA over the last decade. Some of them started as street markets, but the value given to their peasant and agroecological practices is more recent. The scale and spatial distribution of the supplier foodshed of both LFS is currently unknown. The same can be said about the regenerative features of the rural-urban links of these LFS.
3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Methodological Framework

The design of the foodshed methodology applies a quantitative and qualitative approach. Analysis of urban-rural relationships is meanwhile done, by analyzing traceability of fresh and processed food from the visible urban side where the accessibility to food for urban population takes place, to reach the food source and build the foodshed. However, characterizing the foodshed through quantitative indicators is a necessary measure to make a more in-depth analysis of the results. On the other hand, a qualitative method has to be defined to understand the results of the indicators under regenerative assumptions. As a result, the methodology is organized in three stages. The first identifies the sample selection, data collection and data processing. The second shapes the foodshed indicators and builds the foodshed maps for ULFS and PLFS in summer (peak production season) and winter (lean production season). While, the purpose of the third is to define the regenerative features of an RFS and to describe the relationship with the foodshed indicators. This process will lead to evaluating whether LFS in the CMA are indeed restoring urban-rural relationships under regenerative assumptions (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Conceptual Map of the Method. LFS, local food system; RFS, regenerative food system.](image)

The sample selection was identified for the first stage. The purpose was to locate the visible urban side of ULFS and PLFS that are currently the destination of the foodshed’s supply structure. For this purpose, it was determined that each point of sale was an urban point, and the spatial concentration of urban points with any kind of organization was an urban node. This is the case for street food markets where some ephemeral stands, located in public spaces, are organized under municipal regulations.

A snowball method was applied, and 41 urban points, corresponding to local food shops and restaurants, and 61 urban nodes, corresponding to all the street food markets within the CMA, were identified. The selection criteria set was the percentage of foodstuffs that reach both urban points and nodes as a destination of the LFS. Only 7 urban points had a percentage of local foodstuffs of up to 25%, and all of these were related to ULFS. Meanwhile, 4 urban nodes were chosen because the percentage of local vegetables and fruit was nearly 100%. These were all organized by proximity peasants promoting agroecological practices, so all belong to PLFS. The other 57 urban nodes had a few urban points with local foodstuffs, but these street markets were mainly comprised by retail traders embedded within the industrial food system. This selection was based on the information collected from field work.

After this, a standardized survey was applied to all the urban points: 7 surveys were made to the ULFS and 46 to the 4 urban nodes of the PLFS. Two basic sets of data were sought. First, the local foodstuff that each urban point was receiving as the destination of the foodshed’s supply structure was collated, with a list of foodstuffs made for each one. Second, the origin of each foodstuff. A Municipal scale was considered appropriate to standardize answers related to the origin. This scale is understood
as the administrative boundary where the supplier farmland is included. As a result, the supplier municipality was added to the list of foods.

The survey was applied in winter 2017 (June, July, and August) and summer 2017–2018 (December, January, and February). This double survey allowed tracking changes in the supply rural-urban relationships between peak and lean seasons. However, information regarding the volume of foodstuffs could not be collected because this data was not available.

The data collected was tabulated and processed separately for ULFS and PLFS. Then, the data was organized in matrices by spatial units; the supplier municipalities were the rows and the data about the foods were the columns. A classification of the foodstuffs into fresh and processed produce was also made and included.

3.2. Determining the Foodshed Indicators

The second stage comprised building the geographical foodshed for each of the LFS in the CMA and defining three indicators that show the inherent features of ULFS and PLFS as separate systems.

With the data processed, each matrix was joined to the vectoral layer of the municipalities of the Biobio Region in QGis 3.0. This software allowed representing the geographical foodshed of each system all-year round, shedding some light on each food print on the food scale.

Once this was done, three foodshed indicators were defined to characterize the foodshed beyond the food-print: (1) Intensity, (2) Variety, and (3) Freshness.

- **Intensity**: This indicator considers the strength of urban-rural relationships between the source of supply and the destination. Each supplier municipality shows in the foodshed indicator map, the degree of intensity of its relationship with the LFS’ urban side: very low, low, medium, high, and very high. This indicator looks to reveal the intensity foodshed scale of each system. For practical purposes, intensity corresponds to the number of foodstuffs that each municipality supplies to ULFS and PLFS.

- **Variety**: This indicator considers the variety that the source of supply is providing to the LFS’ urban side. Each supplier municipality shows in the foodshed indicator map, the degree of variety its production has: very low, low, medium, high, and very high. This indicator considers the variety foodshed scale of each system. For practical purposes, variety is the number of vegetable and fruit varieties that each municipality supplies to ULFS and PLFS.

- **Freshness**: This indicator gives insight into the localness of fresh food that the source of supply is providing to the LFS’ urban side. Each supplier municipality shows in the foodshed indicator map, the percentage of fresh food provided versus the total number of foodstuffs provided (intensity). This indicator looks to show the fresh foodshed scale of each system. For practical purposes, the freshness corresponds to the percentage of vegetables and fruits versus processed food that each municipality supplies to ULFS and PLFS.

The intensity indicator has been created as an alternative to the real volume indicator, as it was impossible to collect this information. The data collates the total number of foodstuffs found in the different points and nodes. However, this implies the reiteration of some products within a single node which may also come from the same or different districts. This provides an idea of the access of food that the LFS provides for the urban space. On the other hand, the variety indicator summarizes this data, compiling these with the different types of products (lettuce, tomatoes, chard, etc.), which each municipality is offering the system. Its purpose is to show the diversity of the products versus the quantity. Finally, the freshness indicator localizes the area where more fruit and vegetables are grown than other types of agricultural use. These results will be contrasted, in the discussions, against the classical theory of localization of Von Thünen [78–80], whose model distributes agrarian soil use into rings around an urban market based on distance and transportation costs, generating a specialization in the spatial distribution of the system.
Each foodshed indicator is represented by 4 maps in total, corresponding to ULFS and PLFS in summer and winter.

3.3. Analysing the Regenerative Features

The third stage comprises identifying the regenerative features of the LFS in the CMA using the foodshed indicators.

Three features of the Regenerative Food Systems were identified from Dahlberg’s work [41,42] in order to delve into the foodshed’s set of maps using the regenerative approach: (1) Diversity, (2) Flexibility, and (3) Self-reliance. As Dahlberg never fully elaborated these concepts, a review of the literature has helped to define them, adjusting them to the theoretical framework of this study. Diversity is recognized as both a feature that confronts industrial agriculture, producing a homogenization of diet and embeddedness of local systems in conventional chains [81], and as a social diversity, with a variety of knowledge and diverse economies [82]. Flexibility is recognized as the ability to adapt production to geographical and climatic conditions, adhering to environmental limits [40,47]. Self-reliance is defined as the capacity of a food system to establish itself “from below” and manage its own internal resources and endogenous development potential in economic, socio-cultural, environmental, and political terms, in order to reduce the level of dependence [41,83] while building a strong alternative to agroindustrial food systems [25]. Self-reliance, unlike similar concepts such as self-sufficiency, seeks to achieve the highest level of autonomy possible while understanding the need to be linked to other food networks.

These three features of the regenerative approach could be applied to several dimensions. However, the priority of this study is to identify them within the spatial dimension. For this purpose, three spatial analytical categories were built to read the foodshed indicators maps, comparing the findings of ULFS and PLFS in the CMA.

- Diversity is applied to the spatial analysis of production and accessibility to food diversification within the foodshed of each LFS. The more diverse both rural production and urban accessibility to food spaces are in intensity, variety, and freshness, and the more diverse there are in their rural-urban linkages, the more regenerative potential the LFS have. Diversity requires a cross-sectional analysis of the three foodshed indicators: intensity, variety, and freshness (see Figure 3).

- Flexibility is applied to the spatial analysis of productive diversity of each LFS to geographical and climatic conditions. This implies analysing how foodshed indicators adapt to seasonality, where the more flexible the productive diversity to seasons is, the more regenerative potential the LFS has. Flexibility requires a cross-sectional analysis of the indicators in both seasons: summer and winter (see Figure 3).

- Self-reliance is applied to analyzing the spatial regenerative complementarity of both PLFS and ULFS foodsheds. This analysis was done with the aim of understanding whether both systems together could comprise a stronger urban-metropolitan local and alternative food system, with a higher regenerative potential than each LFS separately. The analysis will compare the geographical foodshed, the diversity along with the flexible regenerative features. The more complementary both LFS are, the more regenerative potential the urban-metropolitan local and alternative food systems, and their supply rural-urban linkages, have. Self-reliance requires a cross-sectional analysis of the indicators in both LFS: ULFS and PLFS (see Figure 3).

This triple cross-sectional analysis looks to identify whether the LFS are operating as RFS in the CMA, restoring or building new and sustainable rural-urban relationships.
4. Results

4.1. Geographical Foodshed

The geographical foodshed maps of ULFS and PLFS (Figure 4) show both the urban side, or destination, of the food supply and the rural side, or source, of supply. For the urban side, the maps show that the seven urban ULFS points are concentrated in downtown Concepción, while the four urban PLFS nodes are spread throughout Concepción, as the central municipality, Penco and Tomé, as northern coastal municipalities, and Santa Juana, as a fluvial municipality. This spatial distribution of urban points and nodes implies that each system is providing access to fresh, local, and organic food for different kinds of urban populations. While downtown concentrates the services sector, the coastal municipalities from the first and second ring are increasingly becoming dormitory towns of Concepción. The more distant fluvial municipalities, on the other hand, have retained a strong peasant-based nature. However, together, both LFS are feeding a highly diverse urban population.

On the other side of the system, the geographical foodshed maps show that ULFS has a widespread geographical foodshed, reaching 23 supplier municipalities scattered along the coastal area, the central valley, and northeast municipalities of the Biobio Region. Meanwhile, the PLFS has a compact geographical foodshed concentrated in eight supplier municipalities within the first and second rings around Concepción. This important difference in the scale of both foodsheds will have implications in the kind of agriculture link to each system, because the municipalities from the coast along with the first and second ring are set within the coastal range, while the rest are located in the Central Valley.
Another implication is related to the geographical proximity of the supplier municipalities and the kinds of foodstuffs that each is supplying to the CMA. While, on the other hand, there is a juxtaposition of both foodsheds within the first and second rings around Concepción that will need to be analyzed using the indicators (Figure 5).

Figure 5. First and second ring of municipalities around Concepción.

4.2. ULFS and PLFS Foodshed Indicators

Even though the key results of this part of the process are presented through the foodshed maps, Table 1 presents an overview that lays out the overall data collected in the survey for each LFS. It shows the active urban points, urban nodes, and supplier municipalities of each system in both seasons. It also indicates the amount of foods surveyed (intensity), the amount of different varieties surveyed (variety), and the percentage of fresh food for each LFS and in both seasons. The following analysis of the foodshed maps will use Table 1 below, to compare quantitative data with spatial analysis.

Table 1. Overall data of ULFS and PLFS foodshed indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LFS</th>
<th>ULFS</th>
<th>PLFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Season</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban points</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban nodes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier municipalities</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshness</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
<td>60.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1. Intensity Foodshed Indicator

Table 1 shows that the PLFS foodshed supplying the urban side is three times more intense than the ULFS foodshed. This means that the four PLFS urban nodes are receiving between 4–6 times more...
foods than the seven ULFS urban points. In addition, the Intensity Foodshed Indicator Maps (Figure 6) shows that the generally lower intensity of ULFS is diluted and spread within the scattered foodshed, producing a homogeneous redistribution of the food production across the 23 municipalities, which oscillates between one and ten foodstuffs per municipality. However, the case of PLFS is different, since the high intensity surveyed on the urban side is also present in the foodshed. The productive farmland is concentrated within just seven supplier municipalities located in the first and second ring around Concepción, which are providing between 50 and 150 foods per municipality throughout the year. In summary, the PLFS foodshed is more intense both on the urban and the supplier side, while the ULFS foodshed is less intense on both sides of the system. This means that the rural-urban linkages that PLFS are fostering, are stronger than those that ULFS are actually developing.

Conversely, the maps show that both LFS are more intense in summer than in winter, with the PLFS particularly intense. However, during winter, levels of intensity are maintained at over 50% of summer levels, keeping both systems active in this lean season.

One of the targets of this indicator was to identify the intensity foodshed scale of each system. Thus, for the PLFS, the intensity scale is the entire foodshed because of the high intensity of the urban-rural supply relationships. However, for the ULFS, it is not possible to identify the intensity scale because of the low intensity of the links within both sides of the system.
4.2.2. Variety of Foodstuffs Foodshed Indicator

Table 1 shows that the PLFS foodshed is supplying the urban nodes with twice as much variety as the ULFS foodshed. This is replicated on the Variety of Foodstuffs Foodshed Indicator Maps (Figure 7), where PLFS supplier municipalities, on average, provide four times more food variety than ULFS municipalities. In both cases, the first and the second ring of supplier municipalities around Concepción provide a greater variety of foodstuffs than the rest of supplier municipalities, with the ULFS at an average of 5–10 foods and the PLFS, 20–100 foods. In summary, PLFS and ULFS have a similar variety, but the first concentrates this variety within the seven supplier municipalities, resulting in a high variety, and the second is spread over 23 municipalities, resulting in a medium variety.

![Variety of Foodstuffs Foodshed Indicator Maps](image)

Table 1 shows that the variety levels of PLFS are similar to ULFS in winter and slightly higher for PLFS in the summer season. Complementarily, the maps demonstrate that there is a slight increase in foodstuff variety in several municipalities in summer in both systems, but without an increase in the number of supplier municipalities.

One of this indicator’s targets was identifying the variety foodshed scale of each system. Here, six of eight municipalities are providing a high variety of foodstuffs for PLFS, meaning they have a higher productive variety of their farmland. The scale of this system comprises municipalities within
the foodshed’s first and second ring. Conversely, the ULFS municipalities that are providing a medium variety are scattered across the Bio-Bio Region, so the variety scale for this system is regional.

4.2.3. Freshness Foodshed Indicator

Data from Table 1 shows that PLFS supply a higher percentage of fresh foodstuffs to the city (50–60%) than ULFS (30–40%). The Freshness Foodshed Indicator Maps (Figure 8) also show that supplier municipalities from the first and second ring are the main fresh food providers to both systems in both seasons. While PLFS are constrained to that limit, ULFS has more supplier municipalities scattered in the regional context that mainly provide processed foods to the city.

Data show that there is a 10% increase of fresh foodstuffs in summer for both systems. The foodshed shows that ULFS increase their major supplier municipalities from two to five in summertime, while PLFS increase from three to five.

One of this indicator’s goals was identifying the freshness foodshed scale of each system. In this case, both systems share the same freshness foodshed scale, which is confined to the two rings of municipalities around Concepción.
4.3. Regenerative Features of ULFS and PLFS

4.3.1. Diversity

As seen before, the geographical foodshed scale is different for each LFS. The PLFS has a compact foodshed, while the ULFS works on a scale of the Biobio Region. This means that ULFS is linked to a more diverse production method because of the more varied geographical and climatic conditions of its foodshed.

When considering the analysis of productive diversification, although both PLFS and ULFS present medium and varied levels on their foodshed variety maps, a cross-sectional analysis with the intensity maps shows that the PLFS has a high spatial productive diversity in its compact foodshed, while the ULFS has a low spatial productive diversity because of its low intensity in its wider foodshed. Also, foodshed indicators related to intensity and freshness, together, show that diversity of the supplier municipalities, from the first and second rings, is mainly related to fresh foods in both LFS. For the case of ULFS, beyond this second ring, with some exceptions, the low diversity is mainly related to processed foods. This implies that ULFS supplier municipalities are more specialized in the type of foodstuffs they provide in relation to geographical distance (fresh food closer and processed food farther), while PLFS supplier municipalities, from the first and second ring, provide both of the types of foodstuffs (fresh and processed) collected in the surveys. In this sense, ULFS more faithfully follows Von Thünen’s theory of geographical proximity. In summary, both systems offer different kinds of spatial and functional distribution when it comes to production diversification on the supply side.

However, with regard to the accessibility to urban food spaces, PLFS presents more diversity. The spatial distribution of the PLFS’ four farmer markets shows that they are oriented to different kinds of commensal-citizens. Concepción’s urban node focuses on supplying people from the central part of the city who want to get fresh and local food that comes mainly from other supplier municipalities. This occurs because Concepción has almost no farmland. The other urban nodes have a more locally based focus, building a closer proximity relationship. The northern coastal farmer markets provide access to food for people who live in those municipalities, even though the people are functionally connected to Concepción. While the fluvial area’s urban node provides food to people who usually live and work in the municipality. The ULFS urban points, meanwhile, are concentrated downtown, orienting their local food to the high heterogeneity of people passing through this main service centre. All in all, on the urban side, both systems offer a wide range of diversity in accessibility to food spaces.

Overall, both LFS present a diversification of production and accessibility to food spaces, albeit each of these has different spatial expressions in their diversity. The supply rural-urban relationships that each LFS fosters are (re)connecting this city’s diverse accessibility to food spaces and the countryside’s diverse production spaces in complex and distinctive ways. This is resulting in the regeneration of the rural-urban linkages that were damaged or non-existent just a few years ago.

4.3.2. Flexibility

As shown on Table 1 and in the foodshed indicators, both systems are more intense, more varied, and more focused on fresh foodstuffs in summer, increasing the levels of the three indicators for the supplier municipalities. A key aspect is that both systems are keeping their foodsheds active in the lean season, just working in the same supplier municipalities, with a lower level of the three indicators.

There is a 20% increase for ULFS and nearly 30% for PLFS in the variety of foodstuffs in summer. The percentage of freshness also increases in summer, by more than 10% for ULFS and nearly 15% for PLFS. This means that there are summer varieties of fresh food in the peak season. However, these quantitative data cannot be read clearly on the variety and freshness foodshed maps because the data increase is spread throughout the supplier municipalities, and what is perceived is just a slight increase of two or three supplier municipalities, with higher levels in both indicators. This spatial distribution in the increase in variety also means that all the supplier municipalities are improving their productive diversity instead of this phenomenon being concentrated in only a few.
Overall, both LFS present, in general terms, a relevant adaptation to the seasonality, one which is equally distributed throughout the farmland of each foodshed. Both LFS have been able to sustain food production with sustainable practices over time (in some cases nearly 10 years), adapting to peak seasons by increasing the variety of foodstuffs and the percentage of fresh food, maintaining a reasonable level of intensity all-year-round, by guaranteeing freshness as a result of the close proximity from origin to the urban points. LFS have also adapted their productive diversity to the geographical and climatic conditions, resulting in a regeneration of the rural-urban linkages over the last few years.

4.3.3. Self-reliance

The analysis of potential complementarity is done by comparing the dynamics of both LFS in the geographical foodshed, the diversity and the flexibility features. The geographical foodshed showed the different scales of both systems. This implies that ULFS, with a more extensive foodshed, can incorporate more diverse climatic characteristics increasing both the production methods and the amount of local food varieties. On the other hand, diversity showed that both systems offer a different spatial and functional distribution of production diversification. While ULFS has a more specialized foodshed of its wider geographical foodshed, PLFS concentrates a more compact and diverse foodshed. Besides, while PLFS are mainly fresh food oriented, ULFS mostly subsists from processed foods. Thus, both have a potential spatial and functional complementarity. In relation to the diversification of the food access spaces on the urban side, both systems are oriented to different kinds of urban population, hence their spatial concentration and distribution throughout the metropolitan area answers this point. Finally, flexibility showed that both of the LFS are using the same adaptation strategy to seasonality in order to keep a medium level of production in winter without using GMO’s. Table 2 compares the main topics discussed above showing the differences of both LFS that can be also understood as complementary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Comparative table of potential complementarity of ULFS and PLFS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ULFS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographical foodshed</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High productive diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized foodshed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed food oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrated urban point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to heterogeneous citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, this analysis shows that although the geographical foodshed and diversity of ULFS and PLFS have a different spatial and functional behaviors, they do not present incompatibilities, and both look to build a real alternative to the industrial food systems. Flexibility has shown that its main aim is not to ensure complementarity, but rather system stability all-year-round. For that reason, it is possible to understand that both foodsheds have a potential complementarity to create synergies and to strengthen the whole alternative system. Currently, these LFS operate in parallel within the metropolitan and regional space. This fact in itself implies that the urban-metropolitan local and alternative food system is stronger, more resilient, has a higher potential of self-reliance and a higher regenerative potential for enhancing rural-urban linkages.
5. Discussions

5.1. Local Scale for the Local Food Systems

The analysis of the CMA case has shown that the characterization of the foodshed through the three designed indicators: (1) intensity, (2) variety of foodstuffs, and (3) freshness can bring to light the local scale of an LFS. What is advocated here, set against other definitions of “localness” stated hitherto by distance between producers and consumers, social constructions, and cultural elements [31,84,85], is that “local” is the critical convergence of the three scales extracted from the foodshed indicators, namely (1) the intensity scale, (2) the variety scale, and (3) the freshness scale. This implies that local is anchored to the food supply support structure and, concretely, to the area that holds a stronger and more consolidated supply linkage with the urban side. Under this premise, local can be considered the critical scale of a supply rural-urban relationship within an LFS foodshed. This scale can be at its top, the geographical foodshed of the system and at its bottom, non-existent, because the indicator levels are very low.

When the foodshed is compact and intense, as in the case of PLFS in CMA, identifying the local scale boundary, considering all the municipalities with a high intensity, high variety and high percentage of fresh food, is an easy task. But, when the foodshed is scattered and weak, as in the case of ULFS in CMA, a critical analysis should be made to identify the local scale.

Although the three indicators are important for identifying the “localness” of an LFS, the freshness scale is key. This leads to the classical Von Thünen theory of localization [78,86], where the high intensity production, namely the fresh products, should be located in the first ring, while the other rings should include forms of primary production that are less intensive [87]. The land use pattern in the Biobio Region is complex because of the presence of major forestry companies, agroindustry, and energy production that may affect the distance theory assumptions. However, this model is still useful when it comes to understanding the (re)newed linkages between contemporary cities and their hinterlands related to small scale agriculture.

In the case being studied, the ULFS foodshed has a classical spatial distribution of Von Thünen’s model, with specialized radii around the city. The first two rings of municipalities mainly supply fresh food, while the more distant farmland mainly provides processed food. However, PLFS have a more compact foodshed, providing both fresh and processed foods, which does not follow Von Thünen’s criteria of specialization. The nature of this differentiation in the foodshed’s specialization (and also in its geographical extension) may be linked to the conditions that underpin each LFS. PLFS in CMA are a place-based peasant movement, rooted to concrete metropolitan farmlands. This community supplies a variety and intensity of fresh and processed foodstuffs to the urban population that adapts to their human, economic, and territorial resources. However, ULFS are an urban movement, reconnecting the urban world with small agroecological projects spread all over the Biobio Region [33], providing a lower intensity of products and following Von Thünen’s diagram as an urban-centric distribution. Their building network mechanisms are also place-based but not rooted to a concrete farmland area, and while the network’s boundaries are confined to a physical distance, they are considered ethical and accessible. In both LFS, as the first and second ring of supplier municipalities concentrate a higher supply of fresh food (this freshness scale is key), this boundary should be considered the minimum scale for the LFS when it comes to making the analysis. The variety and intensity scales, meanwhile, could include new municipalities later.

A potential increase of urban alternative food volume, within ecological limits, should preferably result in an increased intensity and variety within the current local foodshed. It should not lead to increasing the size of the local critical area, because it could overlap with other local foodsheds and compete for productive resources [88].

Finally, this local critical scale of a bottom-up LFS seems to be a suitable area, where it is possible to think about integrative food policies that include the preservation of farmland, rural development, reinforce organic farming, increased productive diversity and flexibility, and a (re)link with the...
commensal-citizens [47]. All of this is done with the aim of regenerating the LFS and the supply urban-rural relationships using a complementary top-down strategy.

5.2. Regenerative Food System to Restore Rural-Urban Relationships

The application of the method to analyse whether LFS in CMA have regenerative potential to restore or build new sustainable rural-urban relationships has shed light on some key aspects that show how an LFS is being converted into a potential RFS.

A first key aspect is that each LFS should have an inherent diversity both in accessibility to food and productive spaces and in the supply relationships that are (re)connecting them. The existence of this diversity gives the LFS the potential to become an RFS. The analysis of diversity in the CMA, has revealed the existence of diverse territorial dynamics in the PLFS and ULFS foodsheds. This diversity is the result of different communities, accessibility to food spaces, production spaces, and cultures, [33] and is related to other forms of diversity, such as agroecology and food sovereignty principles [36] (Cid and Latta, 2015). In this sense, spatial dimension analysis can be the main axis to shed light on the LFS’ social diversity, variety of knowledge, and diverse economies [82]. The multidimensional diversity of LFS confronts the industrial food systems, the threat of homogenization of natural ecosystems and cultural landscapes [89], and the local system’s embeddedness in industrial chains [81].

A second key aspect is that LFS should adapt to external changes without decreasing their indicator levels all-year-round. This adaptation to natural limits provides regenerative potential to LFS. Usually, flexibility is related to the resilience concept [90,91], but for this study, flexibility is understood as the capacity of adaptation of the LFS to natural limits, which provides a regenerative potential. The spatial analysis of flexibility in the CMA has explored adaptive strategies to face seasonal changes without turning to agrochemicals or GMOs and has revealed that both systems are using the same strategy to adapt to seasonality. The method designed has considered the analysis of the dynamics of both LFS in peak and lean seasons. This approach was useful to capture the entire variety of each system’s productive capacity, and to confirm that they are sustainable over time. The capacity of LFS to keep their sustainable practices in line with their principles, requires maintaining a certain degree of flexibility. Future applications of the method should explore, under regenerative assumptions, new dimensions related both to the analysis of the adaptive strategies to face seasonality in accessibility to food spaces, and the system’s capacity to overcome natural disasters, market crises, or institutional changes.

A third key aspect is that the existence of multiple LFS in an urban-metropolitan area could allow operating both spatially and functionally. The urban local food system will be able to self-enhance and will have more regenerative potential. The analysis of self-reliance in the CMA has revealed the potential complementarity between PLFS and ULFS in creating a stronger alternative to face the agroindustrial food system [92]. Both systems have self-developed from the bottom-up over the last ten years, managing their sociocultural, environmental, and territorial resources, while reducing their level of dependence on industrial systems and capitalism [41,83]. As it was not possible to analyse the dimension of the self-reliance of an LFS with the data collected, a more integrative definition of the regenerative feature was adopted. Dahlberg [41,43] clarifies that self-reliance is not a synonym of self-sufficiency, but rather the capacity of the system to connect to other systems to procure its necessities, without creating dependence. Therefore, the aim of the method was to focus on these assumptions and to analyse the capacity of the local food system to get stronger. Future developments of the method should be centred on analysing the (in)dependence of LFS in regard to the industrial system.

A fourth key aspect is that the local scale has shown itself to be a key element when determining the regenerative potential of an LFS because its farmland is the main support structure of the LFS’ regenerative potential. This area provides a clear geographical delimitation of what constitutes “local” [93] under regenerative assumptions. The analysis of LFS food traceability in the CMA has resulted in a representation of the productive area that is actually connected to the accessibility to food urban spaces through intensity, variety, and freshness supply relationships, namely the foodshed. This analysis contributes to previous research [48,60] with a quantitative characterization of the supply
linkages, which outlines the local boundaries. The “local” scale advocated here is the area of the foodshed with high levels in the three foodshed indicators and more consolidated linkages. The lack of this scale implies that LFS do not have regenerative potential. This could have happened for several reasons. First, there is no farmland left around the city due to urban or other dynamics. Second, there is no LFS operating at the city-region scale, because there are no bottom-up alternative movements. Finally, third, the supply relationships are very limited.

Hence, an RFS is an LFS that meets the regenerative features, has a local foodshed scale, and mobilizes its sociocultural, environmental, economic, and territorial resources from the bottom up to enhance the urban-metropolitan local and alternative food systems and to restore or build new sustainable, resilient, and self-reliant rural-urban relationships. This approach is particularly relevant in middle-income countries like Chile that are fully embedded in a neoliberal economical system where, even though cities have broken off their rural-urban relationships [94], there are still remnants of peasant and small-scale agriculture—remnants that are currently reformulating and whose aspiration is to (re)connect with the city [95].

6. Conclusions

This study has sought to shed light on the regenerative potential of LFS. With a new methodological proposal, the spatial analysis made through the foodshed and its quantitative and qualitative characterization has evaluated whether LFS are regenerating rural-urban relationships in the CMA, despite the high level of industrialization of the Chilean food systems and their agriculture. The results highlight that LFS in the CMA are certainly restoring relationships between the city and its surrounding farmland by establishing new and renewed supply linkages.

The use of the foodshed as a methodological tool for analysing the spatial dimension of LFS has been very relevant when it comes to showing their dynamics and impacts, both individually and together, as part of the larger urban-metropolitan local and alternative food options in the CMA. The three quantitative foodshed indicators have been very useful in identifying the differences between PLFS and ULFS and determining their “localness”. The first indicator, Intensity, was a determining indicator because it indicates the strength of supply linkages between the foodshed and the city. The second, Variety of foodstuffs, provided a snapshot of the foodshed’s productive diversity. Meanwhile, the third indicator, Freshness, was key in identifying the system’s “localness”. Each indicator provided a scale for the intensity, variety, and freshness of the LFS, while a critical intersection of scales formed the LFS’ “local” scale. This scale is especially relevant because it is the critical area with the supporting structure of the supply rural-urban relationships.

With regard to the regenerative character of LFS, the three regenerative features were qualitatively analysed through a cross-sectional analysis of the foodshed indicators. The LFS’ diversity feature allowed identifying the diversification of production and accessibility to food urban spaces. Their flexibility feature identified the capacity of each system to adapt to seasonal changes. The LFS’ self-reliance feature was analysed through the potential regenerative complementarity of both PLFS and ULFS foodsheds. The results demonstrated that both LFS have regenerative potential, but PLFS already has a more active role in restoring the urban-rural linkages. On the other hand, ULFS are a complement inside the CMA, but still need to enhance their relationship with their supplier municipalities to reinforce the regenerative character.

The proposed method has two major limitations related to complications in collecting two pieces of data: the volume of products and the identification of the producers. The former restricts the intensity data of the urban-rural link to the number of different products that are commercialized, losing the real data about the flow’s strength. The latter restricts a cross-analysis between the two systems to understand whether overlaps or interactions are being produced between them.

Finally, the proposed method has been successful as an exploratory attempt to characterize the regenerative potential of RFS. The analysis addressed from the spatial dimension of food traceability has proven to be a solid base to outline RFS. However, it will be necessary to investigate other dimensions
of the LFS in order to enrich the theoretical framework of regenerative food systems, such as the consumption and demand, territorial conflicts, the waste cycle, or the institutional framework.
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